Abstract. This paper begins a study of one and two variable function space models of irreducible representations of q-analogs of Lie enveloping algebras, motivated by recurrence relations satis ed by q-hypergeometric functions. The algebras considered are the quantum algebra Uq (su 2 ) and a q-analog of the oscillator algebra (not a quantum algebra). In each case we use a simple one variable model of the positive discrete series of nite and in nite dimensional irreducible representations to compute the Clebsch-Gordan coe cients. We show that various q-analogs of the exponential function can be used to mimic the exponential mapping from a Lie algebra to its Lie group and we compute the corresponding matrix elements of the \group operators" on these representation spaces. We show that the matrix elements are polynomials satisfying orthogonality relations analogous to those holding for true irreducible group representations. We also demonstrate that general q-hypergeometric functions can occur as basis functions in two variable models, in contrast with the very restricted parameter values for the q-hypergeometric functions arising as matrix elements in the theory of quantum groups.
PACS: 02.20.+b, 03.65.Fd Running Title: Representations of Unitary and Oscillator q-Algebras 1. Introduction. In this paper we begin a study of function space models of irreducible representations of q-algebras. The algebras and models that we consider are motivated by recurrence relations satis ed by q-Jacobi, q-Laguerre and qHermite polynomials. The point of view is that espoused in 1]. Simple one variable models of irreducible representations of the q-algebras are used to compute modelindependent properties of the representations and these results are then applied to the more complicated two variable models. In this approach q-hypergeometric functions depending on arbitrary complex parameters arise as basis functions in two variable models. This contrasts with the results of the elegant theory of quantum groups where special functions usually arise as matrix elements of quantum group operators. In the quantum group theory these spherical functions are very restricted classes of q-hypergeometric functions, [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In x1 we review the basic facts about the nite dimensional irreducible representations of the quantum algebra U q (su 2 ), 4, [7] [8] [9] [10] , and examine a model of these representations in which the representation space consists of polynomials in the complex variable z, 11]. We use this model and a q-analog of the exponential function to give an alternate derivation of the Clebsch-Gordan coe cients for the tensor product of two irreducible representations, 8, 9, 12] .
In x2 we review the basic facts about the positive discrete series of unitary irreducible representations of the quantum algebra analog of su(1; 1), 5, 6, 13] . We study a one variable model of these representations in which the Hilbert space consists of analytic functions on the unit disk. Again we use the model to give an alternate derivation of the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition.
In x4 we introduce a q-analog of the four dimensional oscillator Lie algebra.
This q-analog is motivated by the recurrence relations for 1 1 basis hypergeometric functions and is not a quantum algebra. Nevertheless the model techniques still prove e ective. We study a family of irreducible in nite dimensional representations of this q-analog and nd two distinct one variable models, the rst de ned on a Hilbert space of functions analytic in the unit disk and the second, 11], on a Hilbert space of entire functions. In x5 we use the disk model to work out the ClebschGordan coe cients for the tensor product of two of these representations.
In x6 we examine brie y the quantum algebra W p (1) . We show that a particular In x7 we give some examples showing how the various models of q-algebra representations can be used to derive identities obeyed by q-series associated with the models. We draw our examples from the oscillator algebra of x4, though the ideas apply generally. Using two more q-analogs of the exponential function we mimic the exponential mapping from a Lie algebra to its Lie group and compute the matrix elements of \group operators" with respect to a standard basis in the representation space. Depending on which q-analog of the exponential we employ we obtain varous q-analogs of the associated Laguerre polynomials L (m?n) n (x) for m; n nonnegative integers. We demonstrate that these matrix elements themselves form bases for two variable models of irreducible representations of the oscillator algebra and that indeed they are special cases of models involving q-analogs of the Laguerre polynomials L ( ?n) n (x) for general real . We show that the polynomials in each example satisfy orthogonality relations which are q-analogs of the orthogonality relations for matrix elements of irreducible representations of the oscillator group.
In forthcoming papers we will extend the ideas in x7, explore the discrete orthogonality and biorthogonality relations for q-analogs of Laguerre and other polynomials obtained by multiplying the matrix of a \group operator" by its inverse matrix and explore the various identities that arise from a knowledge of these matrices and the Clebsch-Gordan coe cients.
For the most part, the notation used for q-series in this paper follows that of Gasper Here we take q to be a real parameter such that 0 < q < 1. In the limit as q ! 1 relations (2.1) go to the usual commutation relations for the complexi cation of the Lie algebra su 2 . Finite dimensional irreducible representations of U q (su 2 ) are determined by the integral or half-integral number u: 2u = 0; 1; 2; . The corresponding representation D(2u) is de ned on the (2u + 1)- To compute the righthand side of (2.23) we need to evaluate the terms F k + p n;m where p n;m = z n w m and (2.24) F + = Y + X; Y = E + q aH ; X = q (a?1)H E + :
Note that Y X = qXY . Moreover, a straightforward induction argument using this property, 4], 14, page 28], yields Lemma 4.
The righthand side of this expression is easily evaluated on the p n;m basis. Then, making use of (2.16) we obtain the expression (exp q tF + )f a s;0 = In this more general case we can de ne a symmetric bilinear form ( ; ) such that (e m ; e m 0) = mm 0. Then with respect to this form we have (3.5) (E + f; g) = ?(f; E ? g); (Hf; g) = (f; Hg) for all f; g 2 K. Also, (3.6) (f n ; f n 0) = nn 0 q ( 3 2 ?u)n (q; q) n (q ?2u ; q) n :
Given the irreducible representations " u1 and " u2 we de ne the tensor product representation " u1 a " u2 of U q (su 2 ) on the space K K by the usual operators and we require that F ? = ?(F + ) , L = L with respect to the inner product induced from the unitary representations " u1 , " u2 then we must have a = 1 2 . Since the equivalence relations (2.10) hold, we can relate the tensor product a for general a to 1 2 .) To decompose " u1 a " u2 into a direct sum of irreducible representations we follow the procedure of x2 and introduce a convenient one variable model of " u , 11]. A basis for the vector space consists of the functions ff n (z) = z n : n = 0; 1; 2 g in the complex variable z. The action of U q (su 2 ) on functions f(z) is de ned by expressions (2.11). We de ne a bilinear form ( ; ) such that If u is real and negative this bilinear form determines an inner product < f; g > = (f; g). With respect to this inner product we have relations (3.12) (f n ; f n 0) = nn 0 q ( 3 2 ?u)n (q; q) n (q ?2u ; q) n ;
in agreement with (3.6). Completing the vector space K to the Hilbert space K u , the closure of K with respect to this inner product, we see that K u consists of all functions f(z) = form an orthogonal basis for K u1 K u2 . Again we will use the weight vector calculations to decompose K u1 K u2 into irreducible subspaces. For convenience we will consider only the case where u 1 He n = ( + n)e n ; Ee n =`2q ?1 e n : If and`are real then "`; is de ned on the Hilbert space K 0 with orthonormal basis fe n g and on this space we have E + = (E ? ) , H = H and E = E. A second convenient basis for K 0 is ff n : n = 0; 1; g where
E ? f n =`q ?n=2 1 ? q n 1 ? q f n?1 (4.3)
Hf n = ( + n)f n Ef n =`2q ?1 f n :
Here, f n = p (q; q) n =(1 ? q) n e n .
Note that even in the case where`and are complex we can de ne a symmetric bilinear form ( ; ) on the space K of all nite linear combinations of the basis vectors fe n g such that (e n ; e n 0 ) = nn 0. Then with respect to this bilinear form we have (E + f; g) = (f; E ? g); (Hf; g) = (f; Hg) (Ef; g) = (f; Eg) (4.4) for all polynomials f; g 2 K. Also (4.5) (f n ; f 0 n ) = nn 0 (q; q) n (1 ? q) n : The elements C =?H E+(q ?1)E + E ? and E lie in the center of this algebra, and corresponding to the irreducible representation "`; we have C =`2I, E =`2q ?1 I where I is the identity operator on K 0 . Here, a and are complex constants. Neither of these coproducts leads to a quantum algebra because, for example, neither satis es the associative law, 15].
Since relations (2.10) hold, the operators a , 0 a are equivalent to the corresponding operators 1 2 , 0 1 2 . Using this equivalence we shall assume a = 1 2 in the computations to follow.
We introduce two convenient one-variable models of "`; . In the rst case a basis for the vector space consists of the functions ff n (z) = z n : n = 0; 1; 2 g in the complex variable z. The action of the oscillator algebra is given by the operators E + =`z q 5. Tensor products of oscillator representations. We will make use of the model (4.11) of the oscillator algebra to decompose the representation "`1 ; 1 "`2 ; 2 into irreducible components. Thus we have For xed s = 0; 1; 2; the ff s;k g form an orthogonal basis for a subspace of K 0 K 0 transforming according to the irreducible representation "~s ; 1+ 2+s . where n 1 + n 2 = n 0 1 + n 0 2 = s + k = s 0 + k 0 and we are assuming that`1;`2 > 0 and 1 ; 2 are real. Explicitly, we nd (5. We remark that Biedenharn and Tarlini, 22] , have shown how to extend the notion of tensor operators for a Lie algebra to q-tensor operators for a quantum algebra in such a way that a generalized Wigner-Eckart theorem holds. This relates to some of our q-algebra models.
7. Generating functions, orthogonality relations and \addition formulas". Now we will present some examples to show how the various models of q-algebra representations can be used to derive identities obeyed by q-series associated with the models. We will select all our examples from models of \oscillator algebra" representations as studied in x4. Examples associated with U q (su 2 ) can be produced by a similar procedure.
We will be concerned with the irreducible representation "`; de ned by expressions (4.3) with respect to the orthogonal basis ff n g of the Hilbert space K 0 . In analogy with a standard relationship between special functions and the representations of Lie groups we shall compute the \matrix elements" of q-analogs of the group operators e E+ e E? with respect to the ff n g basis. Of course there are many q-analogs of the exponential mapping, none of which have all the properties needed to ensure that there is a true \group" associated with the q-algebra. Among the q-analogs we shall limit ourselves to the two that are most important, 14]:
If A is a complex number, the rst series converges to 1=(A; q) 1 for jAj < 1 and the second series converges to (?A; q) 1 for all A. For our rst example we consider the matrix elements T nm ( ; ) of the operator E q ( E + )e q ( E ? ):
It is most convenient to evaluate (7. 2) in the model (4.16) in which f n (z) = q n(n+1)=4 z n . In this case (7.2) becomes the generating function (7 From the explicit expression (7.5) we can verify the recurrence relations
k+1 (x; q); (7.9) k = 0; 1;
where we adopt the convention that L ( ) ?1 (x; q) 0. Thus the operators E 0 + =`t(1 ? (1 + x)T ?1 t T x ); H 0 = t@ t E 0 ? =`q (1 ? q)xt (1 ? T ?1 x ); E 0 =`2q ?1 (7.10) and the basis functions f n (x; t) =(q; q) n q n(n+1)=4 L (? ?n) n (x; q)t +n n = 0; 1; (7.11) de ne a two-variable model of "`; , i.e., they satisfy relations (4.3) For xed m, we see from (7.8) T nm ( ; )f n (x; t); j` q tx j < 1; j` tq ? ?m j < 1: In the special case where the ff n g basis reduces to the fS mn g basis we can view (7.14) as a q-analog of an addition theorem for Laguerre polynomials, 1]. Relations (7.9) can be used to derive orthogonality relations for the q-Laguerre polynomials. Let S be the space of all real polynomials in x with inner product The solution, unique up to multiplication by a function of alone, is (7.17) (x) = x (?x; q) 1 where we require > ?1 for convergence of the inner product. It follows that the operators T = R ?1 L : S ! S are self-adjoint and map polynomials of order m to polynomials of the same order. From (7.9) we see that the polynomials L ( ) k (x; q); k = 0; 1; are exactly the eigenfunctions of T and that they correspond to the eigenvalues q (1 ? q k ). Since eigenfunctions of T corresponding to distinct eigenvalues must be orthogonal, we have 2 . It follows that jj1jj 2 +k = (q +1 ; q) k q ? k q ?k(k+1)=2 jj1jj 2 , so (7.20) A n = (q +1 ; q) n (q; q) n q n jj1jj 2 :
A straightforward contour integration argument gives jj1jj 2 = ? (q ? ; q) 1 sin (q; q) 1 ; jj1jj 2 k = ln q ?1 (q; q) k q ?k(k+1)=2 k = 0; 1; 2; :
(For related works on orthogonality extending that of the classical polynomials see [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] .) There are also q-analogs of the orthogonality relations for matrix elements of the oscillator group. In expressions (7.4) and (7.8) for the matrix elements we can restrict the parameters ; so that = re i , = re ?i where r 0 and is real. Setting S mn ( ; ) S mn r; ], T mn ( ; ) T mn r; ] it is easy to see that We note that there exist many inner products in addition to (7.18) (7.26) and the basis functions (7.27) f n (x; t) = (q; q) n q n(n?1)=4L( ?n) n (x; q)t n de ne a two variable model of "`; for each xed complex number . Note that the matrix elements A mn ( ; ) are the special case of this model for which = m and We can use relations (7.24) to derive orthogonality relations for the q-analogs L ( ) k (x; q) of the Laguerre polynomials. Let S be the space of all real polynomials in x with discrete inner product From the explicit expressions forL ( ) k and we can write the identity <L ( ) 1 ;L ( ) 0 > = 0 in the form jj1jj 2 +1 = q +2 (1?q +1 )jj1jj 2 . Thus jj1jj 2 +k = (q +1 ; q) k q k+k(k+3)=2 jj1jj 2 , and (7.33) B n = (q +1 ; q) n q ( +2)n (q; q) n jj1jj 2 :
It is easy to evaluate the sum jj1jj 2 directly: In a manner similar to the derivation of (7.21) we can also obtain orthogonality relations for the matrix elements A mn . (We note that recurrence relations of the type (7.9), (7.24) are closely related to the factorization method 25, 32] .)
